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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-01668 
CASE NAME: MUHAMMAD VS. CHEVRON OIL, INC 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR NEW TRIAL, STRIKING ANS OF DETS, ENTER 
NEW JUDGMEN FILED BY JAMES KARIM MUHAMMAD 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Denied as untimely.  Code of Civil Procedure section 659 requires that a motion for new trial be 
filed within 15 days of service of notice of entry of judgment, or 180 days after entry of judgment, 
whichever is earlier.  Notice of entry of judgment was served on March 4, 2019, and the motion 
was filed April 30, 2019.  The court has no discretion in the matter, and must deny a late motion 
for new trial.  (Sanchez-Corea v. Bank of America (1985) 38 Cal.3d 892, 899.)  
 

  

  
 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01636 
CASE NAME: LEVY G MANUNTAG VS FIRST AMERI 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR CONSOL OR, IN THE ALT STAY UD ACTION 
FILED BY LEVY G MANUNTAG, WILFREDO P MANUNTAG 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiffs’ motion to consolidate or stay the pending unlawful detainer action is continued to June 

20, 2019, at 9:00 a.m., with plaintiff directed to file a supplemental declaration in support of the 

alternative request for stay no later than June 13, 2019.  The basis for this ruling is as follows. 

 A. Consolidation. 

The Court of Appeal has held as follows: 

When an unlawful detainer proceeding and an unlimited action concerning title to 
the property are simultaneously pending, the trial court in which the unlimited 
action is pending [1] may stay the unlawful detainer action until the issue of title 
is resolved in the unlimited action, or [2] it may consolidate the actions.  
[Bracketed numbers added.] 

(Martin-Bragg v. Moore (2013) 219 Cal.App.4th 367, 385.)  While Martin-Bragg and other cases 

mention consolidation as a theoretical possibility, plaintiffs have failed to cite the Court to a 

decision where this was in fact the chosen remedy.  There are two obvious reasons for this. 

First, consolidating an unlawful detainer (“UD”) action with a regular civil action would function 

as a ‘free’ injunction, staying the UD action indefinitely with no showing on the merits, no 

undertaking, and no equitable conditions.  All any UD defendant would need to do is file an 

unlimited civil action raising title issues, no matter how dubious, to frustrate the UD plaintiff’s 

right to the expedited UD remedy. 

Second, consolidation is not practical, given that a regular civil action and a UD action are 

inherently incompatible proceedings.  Obviously any trial would be bifurcated, with the civil title 

issues tried first.  And once those title issues are tried, the outcome of the UD action would be a 

foregone conclusion; plaintiffs in the case at bar have not identified any UD defenses that might 
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prevent eviction independent of the title issue.  If there were any such independent UD 

defenses, it would make more sense to allow those defenses to be tried in the UD action by the 

judicial officer who routinely handles UD actions, rather than in a bifurcated civil action. 

B. Stay. 

The more practical alternative would be to stay the unlawful detainer action.  However, staying 

the unlawful detainer action without imposing reasonable conditions would usually be 

inequitable.  (See, Martin-Bragg, supra, 219 Cal.App.4th at 391 [in this context each side’s 

interests must be “balanced”].  See also, id., at 393 [“trial courts have available options to 

address plaintiffs' legitimate rights and need for protection from unjustified delay of the unlawful 

detainer proceeding”].) 

The Asuncion decision cited by plaintiffs observed that deciding whether to stay an unlawful 

detainer action requires a preliminary injunction analysis.  (See, Asuncion v. Superior Court of 

San Diego County (1980) 108 Cal.App.3d 141, 146-147.)  The court expressly noted that 

injunctive relief would be subject to the posting of an undertaking.  (Id., at 147.) 

In the case at bar, plaintiffs have not submitted substantial evidence concerning the merits of 

their new causes of action.  Following on the allegations of the complaint, the Declaration of 

Levy Manuntag asserts that there was a loan modification in 2010, and that GMAC Mortgage 

became the mortgagee (thus, the subsequent assignment to plaintiff was void).  But plaintiffs 

have provided no documentary evidence in support of this assertion, and this is the type of claim 

that, if true, would be supported by the appropriate documents.  Accordingly, the Court has no 

basis for finding that there is any likelihood that plaintiffs will prevail on the merits, which is a 

necessary part of any preliminary injunction analysis.  (See, City of San Jose v. MediMarts, Inc. 

(2016) 1 Cal.App.5th 842, 850.)  The Court finds that a plaintiff who seeks to stay an unlawful 

detainer action must make at least some credible showing on the merits of the corresponding 

civil action, and plaintiffs have not done this. 

Further, plaintiffs have not offered to post an undertaking, or to accept any reasonable 

conditions on a stay, such as keeping property taxes current, or maintaining adequate 

insurance.  (Compare, Mehr v. Superior Court (1983) 139 Cal.App.3d 1044, 1048 and 1050 

[owners adequately protected by posting of bond and monthly payments].)  Instead, plaintiffs 

propose “at most, $1000/mo., given the current condition of the Property[.]” Reply at 7:3-4. 

Plaintiffs cannot reasonably expect to live in the subject property for so little during the year or 

more that it may take to conduct discovery and bring this case to trial.  (See, Davenport v. Blue 

Cross of California (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 435, 454-455 [“[a] preliminary injunction is an 

equitable remedy, and … one who seeks equity must do equity”].)  While plaintiff’s declaration 

asserts that there are numerous defects in the premises, plaintiffs have possessed the premises 

as owner for many years, and maintenance of the property has been their responsibility.  

Given that the previous unlawful detainer was dismissed, and the current unlawful detainer 

complaint was just answered on May 28, 2019, it would appear that this motion still may be 

heard on the continued date before a trial would be set in the unlawful detainer.   
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Accordingly, no later than June 13, 2019, plaintiffs are to submit a declaration setting forth: (1) 

substantial evidence, documentary or otherwise, showing the basis for their claim of an earlier 

loan modification with GMAC Mortgage; and (2) a proposal for paying the monthly rental value 

of the premises while the stay is pending. 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01726 
CASE NAME: PEREZ-GONZALEZ VS SELECT PORTF 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL FILED BY LIZETTE 
J. PEREZ-GONZALEZ 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Hearing vacated at the request of the moving party by fax dated May 31, 2019. 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00637 
CASE NAME: WATTS VS AG 
HEARING ON APP OF ROBERT KING FOR PRO HAC VICE ( FILED BY 
PLAINTIFF) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Granted. 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00667 
CASE NAME: STEPHEN SMITH VS SYNGENTA AG 
HEARING ON APPL OF ROBERT KING FOR ADMISSION TO STATE BAR ( 
FILED BY PLAINTIFF) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Granted. 

 


